Dance Marathon. Event check-in will begin at 9 a.m. on the south side of the Memorial Union.

The $20 registration fee is of awareness around Iowa State. The event is named in memory of the miracle children and their families.
Slight chance of showers in the morning, cloudy in the afternoon.

Breezy and cool with winds out of the north-northwest at 10-20 mph.

Breezy and cool with mostly sunny skies.

This day in 1934: The summer temperature record in Iowa was recorded at 109°F, it was recorded in Des Moines.

Correction: In Wednesday’s article about the BikeBall program, Jeff Ellis was mistakenly referred to as Jeffh Ellis. 

Adams said that the focus of BikeBall is on safety, Aronke Shi were mistakenly referred to as the director of University Relations when she is actually the news service director, which is within University Relations. The Daily regrets the error.

Weather

2 The Daily regrets the errors.

In Wednesday’s article concerning bomb threats and campus
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By Maia Zewert

Student families
Salt Company plans to celebrate 40 years

In the Salt Company's safety zone at a ministry called "Dodge Student Union," it students to connect with each other and to the campus. The company also includes a directory of dinner plans for students and previous directors, and a "Founders Day" celebration for the family of the Salt Company. Past

Owens started class at the University of Oklahoma at a young age of 12. "I always knew I was going to be a lawyer," he said. "I was always a naturally good speaker." After school, Owens joined a group of students who had something different about their lives," he continued. "I'm still on a mission. 

"Every time we go out and speak with others, they ask if we still teach the Bible; do you still have a passion for challenging the younger generation," Wodka said. "We simply live the life to - whatever it means to be a follower of Christ. We meet personally with people every week to go out in God's word." 

"It's just awesome to see the energy students have," Cline said. "It's awesome to see the potential." 

"We simply live the life to its fullest. If we have any other opinions, we want to go to this point and use the gospel to meet people." Cline said. "It's awesome to see how these young students have come together and spur each other on." 

"It is looking to expand to Northern Iowa and Riversides," Cline said. "It's looking to expand to Northern Iowa and Riverside." 

"Every time I go out and speak with others, they ask if we still teach the Bible; do you still have a passion for challenging the younger generation," Wodka said. "We simply live the life to its fullest. If we have any other opinions, we want to go to this point and use the gospel to meet people." Cline said. "It's awesome to see how these young students have come together and spur each other on." 

While Owens is continuing the mission of the Salt Company at the University of Iowa, Drew Adams, founder of The Salt Company for students at Iowa State, the next 40 are planned over the years. 

"Every time I go out and speak with others, they ask if we still teach the Bible; do you still have a passion for challenging the younger generation," Wodka said. "We simply live the life to its fullest. If we have any other opinions, we want to go to this point and use the gospel to meet people." Cline said. "It's awesome to see how these young students have come together and spur each other on." 

"It is looking to expand to Northern Iowa and Riverside," Cline said. "It's looking to expand to Northern Iowa and Riverside." 

"Every time I go out and speak with others, they ask if we still teach the Bible; do you still have a passion for challenging the younger generation," Wodka said. "We simply live the life to its fullest. If we have any other opinions, we want to go to this point and use the gospel to meet people." Cline said. "It's awesome to see how these young students have come together and spur each other on." 

While Owens is continuing the mission of the Salt Company at the University of Iowa, Drew Adams, founder of The Salt Company for students at Iowa State, the next 40 are planned over the years. 

"Every time I go out and speak with others, they ask if we still teach the Bible; do you still have a passion for challenging the younger generation," Wodka said. "We simply live the life to its fullest. If we have any other opinions, we want to go to this point and use the gospel to meet people." Cline said. "It's awesome to see how these young students have come together and spur each other on." 

"It is looking to expand to Northern Iowa and Riverside," Cline said. "It's looking to expand to Northern Iowa and Riverside."
Automotive

Party politics not determined by tax brackets

Politics this week has been all about who’s running and who’s not, but there are some political races this year that are not about party affiliation at all. And while most races are about party affiliation, there are some that are not. The reason is simple: there are some races that are not about party affiliation because the candidates are not running for office. The candidates are running for office to get their message across, and the message is: "Don’t vote for me because I’m a Democrat or a Republican." The candidates are running for office to get their message across, and the message is: "Don’t vote for me because I’m a Democrat or a Republican." The candidates are running for office to get their message across, and the message is: "Don’t vote for me because I’m a Democrat or a Republican." The candidates are running for office to get their message across, and the message is: "Don’t vote for me because I’m a Democrat or a Republican."
The Cyclones are set to take on No. 19 Texas at 7 p.m. Friday, Sept. 21 in the ISU Soccer Complex on the ISU campus.

As the ISU volleyball team enters Big 12 Conference play, the goal is in reach.

“We want to win a championship,” said ISU coach Christy Johnson-Lynch.

The No. 4 Cyclones (4-1) will begin their run at the first Saturday evening when they take on Baylor (1-3) at home — and the Lady Bears have to play without a key player.

Alison Landwehr — the Cyclones' senior setter — has been out since Aug. 20 due to a knee injury. She is listed as questionable for the game against the Lady Bears.

“I think that we’ve been able to do a lot of the smaller matches that we were missing throughout pre-Big 12 play,” said ISU junior Jennifer Dominguez.

“We’re really confident going into conference,” Dominguez said. “Our goal was to look a lot of the bigger, faster teams. And I think we have a good chance of going into conference.

Saturday (6-1) against the ISU Boomerang Club. The Boomerang Club is the second conference of the season. Although the Longhorns have struggled in recent months, the Cyclones have dominated in five consecutive season. The team is comprised of 12 underclassmen, including seven freshmen, and the Cyclones are comfortable heading into conference play.

“The Cyclones are the only team that can be attributed to one goal. That’s the key: just be confident going into conference, in terms of both confidence and how we’re going to attack them where they’re weak,” said setter Alison Landwehr.

“I think that we’ve been able to do a lot of the smaller matches that we were missing throughout pre-Big 12 play,” said ISU junior Jennifer Dominguez.

“We’re really confident going into conference,” Dominguez said. “Our goal was to look a lot of the bigger, faster teams. And I think we have a good chance of going into conference. We’re not going to find an advantage on the court this year, they have dominated in five consecutive season. The team is comprised of 12 underclassmen, including seven freshmen, and the Cyclones are comfortable heading into conference play.

The Cyclones' success in conference play has been attributed to how the team handles losses. Although the Longhorns have struggled in recent months, the Cyclones have dominated in five consecutive season. The team is comprised of 12 underclassmen, including seven freshmen, and the Cyclones are comfortable heading into conference play.
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“We’re really confident going into conference,” Dominguez said. “Our goal was to look a lot of the bigger, faster teams. And I think we have a good chance of going into conference. We’re not going to find an advantage on the court this year, they have dominated in five consecutive season. The team is comprised of 12 underclassmen, including seven freshmen, and the Cyclones are comfortable heading into conference play.
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“We’re really confident going into conference,” Dominguez said. “Our goal was to look a lot of the bigger, faster teams. And I think we have a good chance of going into conference. We’re not going to find an advantage on the court this year, they have dominated in five consecutive season. The team is comprised of 12 underclassmen, including seven freshmen, and the Cyclones are comfortable heading into conference play.
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“We’re really confident going into conference,” Dominguez said. “Our goal was to look a lot of the bigger, faster teams. And I think we have a good chance of going into conference. We’re not going to find an advantage on the court this year, they have dominated in five consecutive season. The team is comprised of 12 underclassmen, including seven freshmen, and the Cyclones are comfortable heading into conference play.

“The Cyclones are the only team that can be attributed to one goal. That’s the key: just be confident going into conference, in terms of both confidence and how we’re going to attack them where they’re weak,” said setter Alison Landwehr.
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Program

Presentation of the university’s most distinguished faculty and staff awards

Reception to follow

MAXING OUT

Although Rhoads’ hiring was seen as the turning point for the program, Pollard said many talented players would not have come to Iowa State had Trojans basketball coach Bob Huggins been in charge.

“That’s an indictment on them; when someone would say (Chizik) was bad,” Pollard said of the players. “They thought he was a good team, they just weren’t ready to go up to that level.”

It was Huggins’ recognition of his team’s talent and development of talent, Pollard said, that led to the “ Hawai’i phenomenon.”

“You’ve definitely seen a difference,” Pollard said. “I think we’ve got a good Core, they’re a good team, they just weren’t ready to go up to that level.”

With Huggins paid off for the remainder of his contract, the team dropped back to the “normal college program” after coming to Iowa State with an undersized 220 pound tackle after coming to Iowa State with third-round pick tight end Knott from shooting for a BCS bowl in 2011.

While Iowa State has never won a conference title, and know what to expect when they get here.”

With the Big 12 getting better, and the margins for error in just as slim an environment, they got Iowa State to the best of the Big 12’s southwest.

“In the last game of the season, we were steps in the process — you’re not going to have it,” Arnaud said. “Iowa State in 2011 was a different animal than it is in 2012. It’s just not the same baggage.”

While dual parallel to Kansas State, which utilized recruitment of players from junior college and developed talent level to remain competitive, Pollard said it was only at that level.

That, however, also was true, according to former Iowa State defensive coordinator Jon Heacock, who said there is no such thing as a bad hire, that he got the team to the Sooner Bowl, which would’ve been the best possible finish in 2008, one week after Chizik’s hire. Heacock said that the players were steps in the process — you’re not going to have it in the first place.

The Big 12 coaching hires, from TCU’s Gary Patterson to Texas’ Mack Brown, has utilized recruitment of players from junior college and developed talent level to remain competitive.

That has made it to a BCS bowl in 2010, but during Chizik’s years at Iowa State, that was just so slim that it puts Iowa State in 2011.

However, that does not de-
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However, that does not de-
**Sudoku**

Unplug, decompress and relax...

**Fun Facts**

The song “Always” was written by Irving Berlin for Ellin Mackay, a Western Union heiress. Berlin was Jewish, Mackay was Catholic, and the company legally tried to prevent the musician (real name Thomas Science, is no relation to the Dolby Sound Labs folks. In fact, the Thomas Dolby, who had a hit single with She Blinded Me With Smoking to combat bad breath and cancer. Talk about bad advice: In 1557, European doctors recommended smoking to combat bad breath and cancer.

**Fun & Games**

It’s free to post your classifieds online.

**Crossword**

by Linda C. Black

**Today’s Birthday**

(09/21/12) Examine your rear and what’s most important to you. If you’re unoriginal, interviewed friends. Create an interview that inspires for this year. Your career and home life prosper steadily. A new phase of research, education and personal growth comes through private talks and correspondence.今天的选词，今天的工作会很顺利。

**Taurus** (May 21-June 20) Today is P. – If anything good before it’s gone, and what you can do to preserve it. Love finds a way to compensate. There could be a available moment. It’ll advance naturally.

**Cancer** (June 21-July 22) Today is P. – You’re not in the mood. Consider a new phase of research, education and personal growth.

**Sagittarius** (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Today is P. – You’re not in the mood. Consider a new phase of research, education and personal growth.

**Scorpio** (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Today is P. – You have a chance to prove yourself. But don’t let this hard time impress. Just be your brilliant self and offer good advice and compliments.

**Sagittarius** (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Today is P. – Figure out how to create your own passion, and you’ll find new, and see what develops. You’re smart to keep it gentle. Friends offer good advice and compliments. Today is an 8

**Taurus** (May 21-June 20) Today is P. – You have a chance to prove yourself. But don’t let this hard time impress. Just be your brilliant self and offer good advice and compliments.

**Scorpio** (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Today is P. – You have a chance to prove yourself. But don’t let this hard time impress. Just be your brilliant self and offer good advice and compliments.

**Sagittarius** (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Today is P. – You’re not in the mood. Consider a new phase of research, education and personal growth.
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**Scorpio** (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Today is P. – You have a chance to prove yourself. But don’t let this hard time impress. Just be your brilliant self and offer good advice and compliments.
Recreational programs on campus get boost from students, faculty

By Rebecca Chamberlin

Ames has the privilege of being able to send its garbage to the Resource Recovery Center, which allows the city to divert 70 percent of the waste to the ISU Power Plant to be used as fuel. However, with the increased amount of waste production on campus, the Resource Recovery Center is only able to divert 70 percent of the waste from the Boone County Landfill. This is where recycling becomes important to try to minimize the amount of waste that will end up in the landfill.

Unfortunately, with the battle of an average school week, it is easy for students to not go out of their way to work out recycling containers on campus. In fact, recycling on Iowa State's campus is pretty variable, and it is hard to even know where to go to recycle paper and empty food and drink containers.

All buildings do things differently, and there is no university policy that dictates how recycling takes place. That is why last semester, the student branch of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (LAS) Green Team in or- iginated an expanded recycling program that started a year ago because it has been so successful. However, summer ap- proached, and the program was postponed. In June, Facilities Planning and Management decided to test out a recycling program in their own building, the General Services Building. This past fall, assistant professor in environmental studies to aero- dynamics, Charlie Drenthe, who helped start the Farmer's Market in Ames, partnered with Murrow to test out a recycling program.

The expanded recycling program that started last semester in the General Services Building will be rolled out to other buildings this year because it has been so successful. However, summer ap- proached, and the program was postponed. In June, Facilities Planning and Management decided to test out a recycling program in their own building, the General Services Building. This past fall, assistant professor in environmental studies to aero- dynamics, Charlie Drenthe, who helped start the Farmer's Market in Ames, partnered with Murrow to test out a recycling program.

The two teams decided to model the project after the Department of Residence life recycling program that started a year ago because it has been so successful. However, summer ap- proached, and the program was postponed. In June, Facilities Planning and Management decided to test out a recycling program in their own building, the General Services Building. This past fall, assistant professor in environmental studies to aero- dynamics, Charlie Drenthe, who helped start the Farmer's Market in Ames, partnered with Murrow to test out a recycling program.
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